In this paper, we consider the evaluation of the effective action for photons coupled to charged scalar fields in the framework of a (2 + 1)-dimensional noncommutative spacetime. In order to determine the noncommutative Maxwell Lagrangian density, we follow a perturbative approach, by integrating out the charged scalar fields, to compute the respective graphs for the vev's AA , AAA and AAAA . Surprisingly, it is shown that these contributions are planar and that, in the highly noncommutative limit, correspond to the Maxwell effective action and its higher-derivative corrections. It is explicitly verified that the one-loop effective action is gauge invariant, as well as under discrete symmetries: parity, time reversal and charge conjugation. Moreover, a comparison of the main results with the noncommutative QED 3 is established. In particular, the main difference is the absence of parity violating terms in the photon's effective action coming from integrating out the charged scalar fields. * ghasemkhani@ipm.ir †
Introduction
In recent years a great amount of attention has been paid in the analysis and calculation of covariant effective action for different types of quantum fields, exploring the diversity of new interactions that mainly depend on the spin of the fields involved as well as the spacetime dimensionality [1] [2] [3] . One may say that the canonical example of a complete analysis is the Euler-Heisenberg effective action [4] , where quantum effects from QED are responsible to induce non-linear interactions among photons. Moreover, the effective action framework has served as an important tool to explore different point of views about the quantum gravitational theory, where the Einstein-Hilbert action is augmented by metric and/or torsion fields higher-order terms [5, 6] .
Naturally, since the framework of effective action is a powerful tool, there is a great expectation that this approach can be used to make contact with modern phenomenology of physics beyond the standard model. The main idea behind this formulation is that at energies below some cut-off scale µ, 1 all the effects of the massive degrees of freedom above µ can be encoded as new interactions among the fields remaining active below µ. The effective action approach has been extensively used to the study of Lorentz violating field theories, where the energy scale µ is related to the Planck energy scale E Pl (or length ℓ Pl ) where our notion of smooth geometry is expected to break [7, 8] . In this case, the current understanding is that the low energy Lorentz violating terms come as quantum corrections from heavy modes [9, 10] .
Although the majority of studies of Lorentz violating field theories is developed in a fourdimensional spacetime, there are considerable interest in the description of three-dimensional (3D) ones [11] [12] [13] . Besides the algebraic richness of odd dimensional spacetimes, one may say that the most appealing aspect of 3D field theories is the UV finiteness in some models. This feature might provide an ambiguity free description of Lorentz violation, allowing thus a close contact of violating effects with physical planar phenomena. In particular, it is worth recall the example of the description of quantum hall fluids in terms of noncommutative geometry [14, 15] .
Over the past two decades, field theories defined in a noncommutative (NC) geometry have been considered as one of the most prominent candidates presenting Lorentz violation to make contact with quantum gravity phenomenology [15, 16] . Within this description, the noncommutativity measurement parameter is related to a length scale ℓ nc ∼ √ θ. In one hand, this length scale can be seen as a manifestation of the discreteness of the spacetime, presenting a smooth profile in the UV region [17] . On the other hand, this same scale is responsible for introducing instabilities in the dispersion relations of the fields, the so-called UV/IR mixing [18] .
NC field theories have been studied through the effective action approach, where the behavior of the new couplings was deeply analyzed [19] , where the presence of UV/IR mixing in the 1PI functions signals that applying the usual Wilsonian field theory notions and techniques to NC QFT's one should be careful. This type of analysis was also developed to two and three-dimensional NC models [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . These studies of effective action in 3D models were exclusive to the coupling of gauge and fermion fields, no much attention has been paid to the case involving scalar fields, in particular the case of spinless charged fields interacting with photons.
It is well known that the presence of the degree of freedom associated with the spin changes in most of the cases only the magnitude of physical quantities, e.g. the beta function [25] and electron's magnetic moment [26] . Motivated by these facts, we will analyze throughout the paper to what extent the spin of the matter fields can change the effective action when charged scalar and fermion fields are considered in the presence of the spacetime noncommutativity. A straightforward result is that in the case of the 3D scalar quantum electrodynamics (scalar QED 3 ), it is not possible to generate the parity odd Chern-Simons terms, showing thus that the dynamics of the 3D gauge field is significantly different in the presence of either charged scalar or fermion fields.
In this paper we discuss the effective action for the photon in the scalar QED in the noncommutative three-dimensional spacetime. In Sect. 2 we present an overview of the scalar QED, where the charged scalar fields are minimally coupled with the photons. There we define the main aspects regarding the Moyal product used in our analysis, 2 we also discuss the content of discrete symmetries in the NC 3D spacetime. In addition, all the Feynman rules are presented for the propagators and 1PI vertices. Section 3 is focused in the perturbative computation of the relevant graphs corresponding to the one-loop effective action for the photon gauge field. It is also discussed the generation of higher-derivative terms, similarly to the Alekseev-Arbuzov-Baikov effective Lagrangian for nonAbelian fields. In Sect. 4 we establish a comparison of the obtained results for the effective action in the NC-scalar QED to those of ordinary NC-QED, exploring the part played by the spin in these cases. We present our final remarks in Sect. 5.
The model
In this section, we introduce the model and fix our notation. The noncommutative extension of the bosonic electrodynamics is described by the following action
this functional action consists of the interaction of charged scalar fields minimally coupled with an external gauge field. We consider the covariant derivative form in the fundamental representation
This action is invariant under the infinitesimal gauge transformation
where [ , ] ⋆ is the Moyal bracket. Moreover, the Moyal star product between the functions f and g is defined as
where θ µν = −θ νµ are constant parameters that measure the noncommutative structure of the spacetime. In order to avoid unitarity violation, we assume that θ 0i = 0, hence we have only one non-zero independent component θ 12 in our model.
It is worth mentioning that although the couplings (2.1) are simply modified by the presence of a non-planar phase due to the Moyal product, the noncommutativity of spacetime coordinates shows its importance in the computation of the one-loop effective action for the gauge field, where non-linear self-couplings are present solely due to the NC framework. The one-loop effective action for the gauge field can be readily obtained by integrating out the charged scalar fields of (2.1)
Using the Gaussian functional integration formulas for the case of interacting charged scalar fields, we can write the noncommutative 1PI effective action as below
where Tr is a sum over eigenvalues of the operator inside the bracket which can also be evaluated in momentum space. Similarly to the description of one-loop effective action for the gauge field in the case of NC-QED [24] , one can show that Γ eff [A] has a convergent series expansion in coupling constant e. From a diagrammatic point of view, it includes the one-loop graphs contributing to the gauge field n-point functions which is considered as
However, the functional Γ eff [A], in comparison to the NC-QED case, has more graphs due to the presence of an additional interacting vertex.
Moreover, it is important to emphasize that as we will show in our model, similarly to the case of NC-QED [21] , the one-loop effective action for the photons is completely planar. Explicitly, in the evaluation of the one-loop diagrams with an arbitrary number of external legs of photons, for energies below the mass scale m, only planar diagrams contribute. This means the absence of IR/UV mixing.
Discrete symmetries
Since we are interested in computing the one-loop effective action for the photon, it is useful to analyze the behavior of the original action (2.1) under discrete symmetries: parity, charge conjugation and time reversal. This study will allow us to determine which of them may be anomalous in the obtained results for the one-loop order effective action.
• Parity Parity transformation in d = 2 + 1 is defined as x 1 → −x 1 and x 2 → x 2 , in this case we have that the field φ is even under parity, and that the components of the gauge field A µ behave as A 0 → A 0 , A 1 → −A 1 and A 2 → A 2 . Moreover, we observe from the NC algebra that the θ parameter changes under this transformation as θ 12 → −θ 12 . With these considerations, it is easy to show that the whole of the action (2.1) is parity invariant.
• Time Reversal
Under time reversal, we have that x 0 → −x 0 . In this case, the components of the gauge field behave as (A 0 , A i ) → (A 0 , −A i ). By demanding that the scalar field does not change φ → φ, and that necessarily the NC parameter transforms as θ 12 → −θ 12 under time reversal, we are left with a T -invariant action.
• Charge Conjugation
As we know, the behavior of the gauge field under charge conjugation is given by A µ → −A µ for any space-time dimensionality. Taking the scalar field to be unchanged under C, and the transformation for the NC parameter θ → −θ, we conclude that the action (2.1) is C-invariant.
Propagators and vertex functions
In order to discuss the computation of the perturbative effective action, we must determine the basic propagators and 1PI vertex functions. From the functional action described in (2.1), we can obtain the bosonic propagator 8) and the quartic vertex AA φ φ †
where we have introduced the notation p ∧q = p µ θ µν q ν . A straightforward difference of the scalar and fermionic electrodynamics is the presence of the quartic vertex AAφφ † , which increases significantly the number of the one-loop graphs. Moreover, the scalar vertices are rather simpler due to the absence of the Dirac γ matrices, resulting in a much simpler algebraic analysis.
Perturbative Effective Action
Now that we have determined the basic Feynman rules for the 1PI functions, we shall proceed to the computation of the one-loop diagrams related to the effective action for the gauge field. For this purpose, we shall compute along this section the respective contributions: the free part of the effective action AA , and the interacting parts for the cubic vertex AAA and quartic vertex AAAA . In general, the final results of our analysis related to the graphs contributing to AA , AAA and AAAA vertices shall be a function of e,p µ = θ µν p ν and p 2 /m 2 .
To highlight the effects of noncommutativity in the low energy effective action and the photon two, three and four-point functions, while we take the external momenta p such that p 2 /m 2 ≪ 1, we also take the highly noncommutative limit, i.e., the low-energy regime p 2 /m 2 → 0 whilep is kept finite. In this limit the noncommutative (planar) phase factors, which are a function ofp, remain finite. Moreover, we shall focus our attention on those terms of order m −1 . We present by complementarity, at the next to leading order, the terms of order m −3 that correspond to higher-derivative corrections.
One-loop AA part
From the Feynman rules we can compute the one-loop contribution to the AA-term corresponding to the free part of the photon effective action. The two diagrams contributing at this order are depicted in Fig. 1 , which the respective expressions have the form
so that the full contribution is written as
A first comment is that this piece is completely planar, carrying no noncommutative effects. The explicit computation is straightforward using dimensional regularization. After some algebraic calculation, we can consider the low-energy limit,
Moreover, for the next to leading order contribution, O(m −3 ), we find that
These two terms Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) satisfy straightforwardly the Ward identity, p µ Π µν = 0, as we expected. We can determine the respective contribution to the effective action by means of 
After some algebra, the quadratic part of the induced effective action for the photon, considering (3.3) and (3.4), is given by
As we have previously mentioned, the first term of the expression (3.7) corresponds to the kinetic part of the noncommutative Maxwell action, O(m −1 ), while the second term is the higher-derivative correction to the kinetic term, of order O(m −3 ). Moreover, the obtained result does not contain any noncommutativity effect, since the produced phase factors cancel for n = 2. It is worth noticing the absence of the parity odd Chern-Simons term in the scalar QED 3 , which in turn is generated in the fermionic electrodynamics due to the algebraic structure of the two-dimensional realization of γ matrices.
One-loop AAA vertex
The relevant graphs for the AAA part of the effective action are shown in Fig. 2 . However, in order to determine correctly the full contribution to the effective action, it is necessary to consider all different permutations of the external bosonic lines of the given graphs. It is easy to see that the diagram (a) has an additional contribution (b), corresponding to a permutation of the external photon legs, which has an equivalent structure but with a reversed momentum flow, which comes exactly from the S-matrix expansion at the order of e 3 . With help of the Feynman rules, we can easily write the relevant expression for the sum of the graphs (a) and (b) 8) which is a planar quantity, we can see that its integrand is independent of the noncommutativity. The contribution from the graph (c) also has a simple planar structure, which is given by the expression Since the graph (c) is planar, one can perform straightforward manipulations to show that this contribution is identically zero, i.e. Π µνρ (c) = 0, for any value of the external momenta. Hence the full contribution for the AAA vertex reads
The computation of the loop integral is lengthy but straightforward using dimensional regularization, and in the low-energy limit p 2 , q 2 ≪ m 2 , we find that
Here, we notice that the equation (3.11) corresponds exactly to the standard Feynman vertex of the 3-photon interaction term in the NC spacetime. Moreover, in the next to leading order, O(m −3 ), we have the contribution from the higher-derivative terms
This expression corresponds to the higher-derivative correction to the 3-photon vertex.
It is important to observe that in the commutative limit, the graphs (a) and (b) cancel each other, so that the induced 3-photon vertex is completely removed in the scalar QED. We can understand this result from the charge conjugation invariance of the scalar QED in any space-time dimension, known as Furry's theorem, that forbids the presence of an odd number of photon lines in the case of commutative theory. Another important aspect from our analysis is the absence of the Chern-Simons self coupling ǫ µνλ A µ ⋆ A ν ⋆ A λ for the noncommutative scalar QED 3 effective action (3.11), which is only generated in the case of fermionic electrodynamics [24] . 
One-loop AAAA vertex
The full contribution to the AAAA part is determined by considering three different types of diagrams that are depicted in Fig. 3 . Since all of these graphs have 4 external bosonic legs, 24 different permutations for each graph must be considered in order to obtain the fully symmetrized contribution. Hence, the full contribution can be formally written as
We shall present next the explicit discussion for the first contribution of each graph, whereas the remaining graphs are obtained by a direct permutation of momenta and spacetime indices.
The box diagram contribution represented in graph (a) has the following expression
where we have labeled the momenta (p, q, s, r) accordingly to the spacetime indices of the external legs (µ, ν, ρ, σ). Moreover we have adopted the notation, in order to satisfy the energy-momentum conservation, where the momenta flow satisfies the relation r = p+q+s. The remaining contributions from the other 23 box diagrams, coming from the S-matrix expansion, can easily be obtained from the equation (3.14) by considering the respective permutation. Next, we have the contribution from the bubble diagram represented in (b), which is given by
At last, the triangle contribution shown in graph (c) is written as
(p+q)∧s . 20) showing that the photon quartic self-coupling in the order O(m −1 ) is absent in the Abelian theory; however higher order contributions could be nonvanishing, corresponding to nonlinear EulerHeisenberg-like terms. Moreover, in the case of the violation of the Ward identity, a nonvanishing result for the contribution (3.20) would generate a four photon interaction term in the effective action of the type
that is not explicitly gauge invariant. Hence, with the result (3.20) we conclude that the gauge invariance is satisfied in our analysis of O(m −1 ) terms at the one-loop approximation.
On the other hand, in the noncommutative case, as it is well known, we expect to find the relevant Feynman rule corresponding to the 4-photon interaction term at this order. To accomplish that, we start working separately each one of the tensor terms present in the function Γ µνρσ total Eq. (3.19). We shall illustrate the analysis for the terms proportional to η µν η ρσ , the remaining terms can be evaluated in the same fashion. Hence, by picking the pieces that are proportional to η µν η ρσ in (3.19), we have that (12) cos(34) + cos (14) cos (23) + cos (13) cos (24) .
The major work here consist in simplifying the trigonometric part of this function by making use of the energy-momentum conservation r = p + q + s, which in the new notation is renamed as 4 = 1 + 2 + 3, together with the manipulation of some trigonometric identities, e.g. cos α cos β = cos(α + β) + sin α sin β. After some laborious but straightforward calculation, we arrive at the desired expression (14) sin (23) + sin (13) sin (24) .
Similarly, we can apply the same process in order to simplify the remaining terms, proportional to η µρ η νσ and η µσ η νρ , so that it yields to (14) sin (23) , (12) sin(34) + sin (13) sin (24) .
Hence, by considering the results from our manipulations, Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), we can rewrite (3.19) in a convenient form as the following
where we have reintroduced the notation in terms of the external momenta p, q, s, r. As we can observe, the expression inside the bracket corresponds exactly to the Feynamn vertex of the 4-photon interaction within the noncommutative U ⋆ (1) gauge theory.
Finally, we can gather the leading O(m −1 ) contributions from the one-loop order parts related to the two, three and four-point functions, Eqs. (3.3), (3.11) and (3.25), respectively, so that we can write the complete expression of the NC Maxwell action as 26) in which the field strength tensor in the NC framework is defined as
As we have previously discussed, this action is manifestly U ⋆ (1) gauge invariant under the transformation U = e ieλ ⋆ , where the field strength have the following transformation law
Regarding the higher-derivative corrections to the 4-photon vertex (3.25) , corresponding to the next to leading order O(m −3 ) terms, we arrive at a result involving a long expression which can be found in the Appendix A. This O(m −3 ) result can be seen as the 3D version of the Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian. We notice that in the commutative limit, the gauge invariant field strength is defined as f µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ , so that the commutative version of the effective action (3.26) only receives contribution from the one-lop AA part, the remaining contributions are vanishing. Thus, the commutative one-loop effective action in the presence of the higher-derivative term, at the next to leading order, is described as
Some comments about the result (3.26) are now in place. Regarding discrete symmetries, following the aforementioned discussion in section 2.1, it is easy to show that the above one-loop effective action is also invariant under all of the discrete symmetries and therefore we have not faced any anomalous symmetry at this order.
Since the effective action (3.26), arising from the 2, 3 and 4-point functions at the order O(m −1 ), is exactly gauge invariant, it is possible to conclude that no further O(m −1 ) terms are generated from higher-order graphs with n > 4 external photon legs. According to this reasoning, we can also discuss the gauge invariance of the higher-derivative terms generated by considering the next to leading order O(m −3 ) of our expansion. Actually, it is possible to make use of a dimensional analysis, based on arguments of gauge invariance, to establish the pertubative generation of all possible gauge invariant higher-derivative terms in the one-loop effective action [24] . As an example, if we consider all of the O(m −3 ) contributions up to the diagrams with n = 6 external photon legs, we can generate the following effective higher-derivative Lagrangian 28) where
⋆ is the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation and µ ∼ m is the mass scale of the theory. This expression can been seen as a noncommutative extension of the Alekseev-Arbuzov-Baikov effective Lagrangian [3, 27] .
One last comment about the photon effective action is in regard of some of the nonlinear contributions. It is well known that either fermionic or scalar electrodynamics generate nonlinear corrections of quantum character to the photon dynamics [3] . In the case of a (2 + 1) spacetime the effective Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian density has the appearance of fractional powers of the field strength [28] 
Hence, it is reasonable to expect that the coordinates noncommutativity would also present corrections to this nonlinear coupling term.
Comparison with NC-QED 3
In this section, we shall present a comparative discussion of the 2,3 and 4-point functions in the case of fermionic and bosonic matter fields coupled to the photon. It is notable that the presence of the trace of γ matrices in fermionic QED 3 leads to two sectors characterized as: odd and even in regard to parity symmetry. The former is related to the induced Chern-Simons (CS) terms, appearing with odd powers of the fermion mass m e , while the latter sector contributes to the induced Maxwell (M) terms, with even powers of m e . Now in the scalar framework, odd parity terms are absent, and only parity preserving terms are present in the induced effective action, which can be understood as the main difference between these two matter fields. These results can be briefly described in terms of a mass expansion as the following:
Here some important comments are in order. In NC-QED 3 , the structure of the kinetic part, coming from the n = 2 photon external legs analysis, has the contribution of two types of terms: a CStype parity violating term e 2 A∂ ℓ A, at the order O(m −2ℓ ), and a M-type parity preserving term e 2 A∂∂ ℓ A, at the order O(m −2ℓ−1 ). We can observe that the mass dimension of the CS and M-type terms is given by 3 + 2ℓ and 4 + 2ℓ, respectively. Thus, we can conclude that in order to have a gauge invariant CS-type action at the order O(m −2ℓ ), it is necessary to consider all contributions originating from the graphs with n = 2, 3, . . . , 3 + 2ℓ photon legs. On the other hand, to obtain a gauge invariant M-type action at the order O(m −2ℓ−1 ), it is necessary to consider all contributions arising from the relevant graphs with n = 2, 3, . . . , 4 + 2ℓ photon legs.
Furthermore, in (2 + 1) dimensions, the number of degrees of freedom of the charged boson and Dirac fermion (in the 2 dimensional representation) is equal and hence it is easy to see that the numerical coefficient appearing in the 2-point function (3.7) would be the same as in the fermionic QED 3 . Now for the n = 3 graphs, in the case of NC-QED 3 , there are only the contribution of two triangle graphs in the one-loop order. These contributions are the same as in the NC-scalar QED 3 because the additional graph is identically zero. Thus, it is easy to realize that the final result in the parity preserving sector for both cases is the same [24] . The last type of diagrams is for n = 4 legs, that for the fermionic case we have the contribution of the box diagram only, i.e. type (a which has the same tensor and momenta structure as the standard 4-photon vertex (3.25), but with a different numerical coefficient. In this case, we can conclude that the commutative limit of this function is also satisfied, and have a vanishing result as we would expect.
Final remarks
In this paper we have considered the perturbative evaluation of the effective action for photon in the context of scalar QED in the (2 + 1) noncommutative spacetime. Our main interest was to determine to what extent the spin of the matter fields can change the effective action in the presence of the spacetime noncommutativity. Since the number of degrees of freedom of the charged boson and Dirac fermion (in the 2 dimensional representation) is equal, the main difference between these fields is solely to the well known presence of different couplings in the case of scalar QED, implying in new types of graphs. An important drawback from the scalar QED in terms of the induced effective action for the photon is the absence of parity violating terms, showing that no Chern-Simons terms are generated when charged scalar fields are considered.
The perturbative analysis followed the computation of the AA , AAA and AAAA vertex functions. A more detailed and careful analysis was necessary to the computation of the 4 point vertex, where the process of symmetrization is rather intricate. The evaluation of the noncommutative Maxwell action F µν ⋆ F µν was done by considering the highly-noncommutative limit of these 1P I functions at order O(m −1 ).
In addition, we have considered the generation of O(m −3 ) terms, which are higher-derivative terms for the photon fields, and can be seen as the noncommutative generalization of the phenomenological Alekseev-Arbuzov-Baikov effective Lagrangian. Another possible terms to be present in the gauge invariant photon's effective action are those nonlinear couplings, e.g. analogous to the Euler-Heisenberg action, thus within our study of NC-scalar QED, we would find noncommutative corrections to the fractional powers of the field strength that appear in the (2 + 1) dimensional Euler-Heisenberg action.
